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AASU, Zeta promote 
Black Awareness 
by Jill Krueger 
NEWS EDITOR 
at the Bush Auditorium. 
Other events happening are 
an art and fashion show on· 
The African-American Stu- Saturday. 
dent Union will celebrate Black The art show can be seen from 
Awareness Week along ·with · 12 p.m. to 5 p.m. on the Mills 
Rollins College beginning Lawn. The fashion show starts at 
Thursday. · 7 p.m. at the Cornell Arts Patio. 
Black Awareness Week, Rollins will present "Can I 
April 12-17, was Speak for You 
a means of pro- Brother," a the-
moting aware - "Black Aware- ater production , Saturn brought its newest models to UCF for a two day aisplay. The company f Af · 6 8 d ness o ncan ness Week is a at p.m. un ay gave away $500 scholarships. Senior Victoria Oelcastillo and junior Joe Americans to the night at Knowles 
Mandato check out the features. ( DeHoog/fut~re) national cultura1 Celebration ... ,, · Chapel Williams 
· d and societal life said author Terry Saturn awards Stu ents before Black His- McMillian _will tory Month was ·Katrina Wi"lliams also speak at 1 
designated. MSU MEMBER p.m. Sunday at 
d . I b • -· "Black Aware- Lake Eola. an C U S ID ceremony- nessweekisacel- OnUCFscam-
. ebration of the cultures and pus, Zeta Phi Beta hosted Zeta 
S d people of African descent," said Week to promote black aware-pj Sigma Epsilon-Delta Delta wins annual aturn awali Katrina Williams, the former ness.ZetaWeek~ndswitha"Bring 
by ~oslbel Monserrate 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
-._./ 
our accomplishments and the ment," said Ronald Atwell, di- vice president of the AASU. She in the New School Jam" Friday in 
accomplishments of all the rector of Veteran Affairs. "Not said members will participate the Multipurpose Room ofUCFs 
otherorganizations,"saidJudy all educatioz:i happens in the in an African Fest at Rollins EducationBuilding.Admissionis 
Pi Sigma Epsilon-Delta Lauterette of PSE, a national classroom.''. Co11ege. $2 and for Greeks with parapher-
Delta chapter was named the professional marketing society. Saturn awards $1,000 in The ceremonies begin with a nalia, $1. 
winners of the 1993 UCF Sat- ''Teamwork is the key .. . Sat- support of campus program- keynote address, "Africans in the The Zeta members will offer 
urn Award Tuesday. urn ' emphasizes total team- ming and two $500educational · NewWorld,"at8p.m.intheHauck · free food and fun at a picnic 
Saturn, in partnership with work and total dedication," said grants, in addition · to the · Auditoriwn. The theater perfor- ·Saturday. Activities include, 
UCF, recognizes exceptional Saturn field executive . Gary $1,000 teamwork award. mance''MalcolmSpeaks"willtake amongotherthings, swimming 
student teamwork and com- Marks. Pi Sigma Epsilon, selected placeat5p.m.andat7p.m.Friday and basketbaJl. 
munity service. UCF is one of He said students made a from a pool of 12 entries, orga-
16 universities nationwide valuable contribution to the nized Hurricane Active Inter-
who participate in the Saturn community, vention in Disaster. 
program. ''What you do as teams is 
"We are extremely proud of important in overall develop- SATURN continued page 3 
Future plans to ~ake many changes 
by Heather Asche 
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR 
The Central Florida Future, 
UCF's student newspaper is 
plans t'o,.. undergo several 
changes next semester under 
newly elected editor in chief 
Dave Bauer. 
"Wehavealotofnewpeople 
in the editor positions, and all 
the changes that are going to 
be made are definitely for the 
better," Bauer said. 
He said the Future's main 
goal is to improve relations 
with UCFs administration, 
clubs and organizations and 
fraternities and sororities. "We 
are tired of being at odds with 
certain organizations on cam-
pus and plan to make an effort 
to become friends with every-
one," Bauer said. 
One of the biggest changes 
beginning wlt'h tbe fa.11 semes-
ter is The Future will be pub-
lishing once a week instead of 
every Tuesday and Thursday. 
"We have many new staff mem-
bers and editors and meeting 
two deadlines in one week will 
be too much pressure for ev-
eryone, especially since many 
will be just learning produc-
tion and style," Bauer said. 
Instead of two 12-page issues 
the paper will be condensed 
into one."This will not mean a 
reduction of pages; the two is-
sues will be condensed into 
one." 
The Future will be relocat-
ing at the beginning of the fall 
semester. ''We have many op-
tions open, but we haven't 
made a definite decision as to 
where we will be·publishing," 
said Bauer. One possibility for 
The Future is to go under the 
direction of the School of Com-
munications. "I think that this 
is a good idea," said current 
editor in chief Bill Cushing, 
"This move would be benefi-
cial for everyone, but knowing 
how administration is, this will 
not be happening in the next 
academic year. The staff must 
seriously look at other alter-
natives." As a last resort, The 
Future would move off cam-
pus. "This will be one of our 
last options," said Bauer, "but 
FUTURE continued page 4 
Bookbag fashion gives 
·way to back pain 
College Press Service 
LINCOLN, Neb. - There's a 
proper way to wear a backpack 
- but most students opt for a 
more fashionable one-shoulder 
look. 
However, following fashion 
can be dangerous, health offi-
cials say. 
Wearing backpacks, 
shoulderpacksorshoulderbags 
improperly can lead to problems 
in the back, lower back and tra-
pezius muscle, said Mark Feight, 
an athletic trainer at Injury Pre-
vention and care in the Univer-
sity of Nebraska Campus Rec-
reation Center. 
Hip problems, ranging from 
minor irritation to pain when 
standing, can also result from 
disproportional backpack 
weight, Feight said. 
"The body is designed for bal-
ance," he said, "so you throw 
your hip out to balance the bag." 
Students expressed the 
problems that they have had 
as a result of improper wear of 
packs. 
"I feel fatigue or cramps in 
my shoulder," said Chris 
Worthley, a senior psychology 
major. 
. Herb Hess, a senior educa-
tion major, said when his shoul-
der muscles became tired, he 
switch shoulders. This is the 
treatment recommended by 
Feight. 
"Students should carry less 
or alternate shoulders, but they 
get in a habit of using only 
one," Feight said. 
The problems .can be ampli-
fied if students have had a pre-
vious shoulder or back prob-
lem. 
Rebecca Hinks, a senior bi-
ology major said, "I have a pre-
existing injury in my shoulder, 
and I get a lot of pain because I 
carry too much. " 
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Sponsored by Student Government . 
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Awarded Annually to Ten Students 
'WHO HAVE IMPROVED STUDENT 
LIFE ONCAMPUS" 
Applications Avaiable in 
or Student Government 
JOBS 
1993 COLLEGE GRADUATES 
LET THE PROFESSIONALS TEACH YOU "HOW TO" 
GET THE JOBS PEOPLE PAY FOR 
A Career scarcli seminar rorufuctd &y Catifud Personnc! Cons~: 
Carfa PC19e, C.P.C. 
CdesteAlfonso, C.P.C. 
. A "HOW T011 PROGRAM DESIGNED TO TEACH YOU: 
* HOW TO INI'ERVIEW 
* HOW TO DRESS FOR SUCCESS 
* HOW TO WRITEA RESUME 
AND MUCH) MUCH, MORE!!! 
1\1 f Self 
·. 11l$COUn · storag~ '. 
11 MORE STORAGE for LESS 11 Month To Month 
• Ali SIZES RESIDENTIAL/COMMERCIAL • RESIDENT MANAGER & SECURITY SYSTEM 
• RV BOAT & EQUIPMENT OUTSIDE STORAGE • FENCED, LIGHTED, CLEAN & PRIVATE 
~ ··OPEN 
~ 7 DAYS 2875 FORSYTH RD 678 · 1 soo ORLANDO • WINTER PARK -
"We'l'e Just Al'ound 
The Col'nel' Fl'om Home" 
273-1668 ~ EAST HWY 50 l 
7200 0 Id Cheney 
Hwy. (Old Cheney 
at Goldenrod) 
-=-· , 
WEDNESDAY APRIL 21ST AT 1 PM 
HOLIDAY INN - UC!j 12125 IIlGH TECH AVE. 
(407)672-5130 
~ Arbour Village Apartn1ents 
Arbour Village ... N ature'§ Beauty Surrounds You. 
The freshness of coumry living ·with the convenience of 
CALL NOW FOR RESERVATIONS 
LIMITED SEATING 
ONLY $49.00 
AMBITIONS, INC. 
This Seminar may fie deductibfe for tax purposes. 
· urban-:-life. Lush landscaping, towering pines and oaks, and a 
park-like atmosphere complen-:ent Arbour Village. Just 
walking distance to UCF. 
• 2 laundry facilities 
· .2 swimming pools 
• Professional managemenr 
•Exercise Room 
.Oversized walk-in closers 
.Small pets accepted · · 
• Volleyb.tll/ 2 tennis courts 
•Sauna 
FURNISHED APARTMENTS AVAILABLE 
11600 MacKay Boulevard• Orla.1.do, Florida 32826 
( 407) 282-7333 
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HOT DOGS AND SODA POP 
The Dean of the College of Business serve·s hot dogs and soda for students within the 
college. He does this frequently to show students his apprecition. Many students took 
advantage of the free food. (DeHoogtFuruRE> 
PSE Saturn award-winner 
SATURN 
FROM PAGE 1 
recognition of individual contributions to the group. 
Pi Sigma Epsilon will now compete with 15 
other college and university winners for a national 
$5,000 award. 
Pi Sigma Epsilon also won the 1991 Saturn Award 
The 64 members of Pi Sigma Epsilon donated for their efforts in refurbishing a homeless shelter. 
proceeds from several fund-raisers to The group painted the six-family shel-
support hurricane relief and personally =======~ ter, hosted their Christmas party and 
assi~ted relief agencies. "We are ex- refurbished the children's playground 
Locally they created local awareness as part of their service project. 
of the disastrous effects of a hurricane treme/y Other entrants in the competition 
on an unprepared area and assisted the proud:.···" this year included: UCF Waterski 
Bennett family who moved to Central Team1 Pre Physical Therapy Club1 
Florida after losing everything to Hur- UCF Men's Rugby Team, CREATE, 
ricane Andrew. '."Judy Lauterette Wellness Expo - S.W.A.T., STARS 
Teams of three or more were judged on Pl SIGMA EPSILON Mentoring Program, UCF for Bosnia, 
team initiative and enterprise, enhance- SAE - Mini Baja, Strides Toward 
men t of the campus or community, Understanding, Alpha Kappa Psi and 
achievement of goals through cooperative effort and Delta Gamma. 
Final Exam Schedule 
1J the first class of the 
week meets: Final Exam period is: 
Monday 7a.m. 8-10 a.m. April 29 
8 8-10 May3 
9 8-10 May5 
10 10:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m. May3 
11 10:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m. May5 
12p.m. 12:30-2:30 p.m . April 29 
1 1-3 May3 I 
2 1-3 May5 
3 3-5 April 29 
Tuesday 7a.m. 10:15 a.m.-12:15 p.m. April29 
8:30 8-10 a.m. April 28 
10 10:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m. May4 
11:30 10:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m. April 28 
lp.m. 1-3 p.m. May4 
2:30 1-3 April 28 
Jj the first class of the 
week meetsi Final Exam period is: 
Monday 4p.m. 3-5:15 p.m. May3 
Tuesday May4 
Wedesday May5 
Thursday April 28 
Monday 5:30p.m. 5:20-7:20 p.m. May3 
Tuesday May4 
Wednesday May5 
Thursday April28 
Monday 7 p.m. 7:30-9:30 p.m. May3 
Tuesday May4 
Wednesday May5 
Thursday April28 
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---Announcements----
GarageSa1e 
The National Organization for Men at UCF will hold a 
garagesalefrom8a.m.to2p.m.Saturday.Anydonations 
will be accepted. Bring items Thursday and Friday to 
Administration Building room i48. 
Peace in the Middle East 
The political science department at UCF and the Arab-
American Community Center will host professor Naseer 
Aruri in "The Palestirian Vision of Peace in the Middle 
Easf' at 8 p.m. today in the Visual Arts Center Auditorium . 
Win Big Bucks! 
Design a UCF Staff Council logo or T-shirt and win $50 
cash and other prizes for either contest or both. The 
objective is to promote visibility, spirit and pride on behatt 
oftheUCFstaff.Judgngcriteriaincudeoriginality,suitabil-
ity ard good taste. The contest, sponsored by the UCF 
StaffCouncil,isopentostaff,students,alumniandfriends. 
Entries must be submitted by June 18 to Marty Rouse's 
officeinAdministration Building room375, by June 18. Call 
823-2608. 
Join the 89.9 News Team 
UCPs radio station, WUCF-FM, is looking for news and 
sports writers, reporters and anchors. Call Trace T rylko for 
news or Robert De Vore for sports at 823-2444. 
Apartment Fair 
The Department of Housing and Residence Life, Off 
Campus Housing center , is sponsoring their annual 
"Apartment Fair". Thefairisfrom9:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m., 
Friday, on the Student Center Green. Area apartment 
COfll>lex repersentatives will be on campus with informa-
tion on what is avalable in the university community. Call 
UCF-HOME for more information. 
Quotes 
TheUCFp..iblicrelationsclub,Quotes,willsponsoraresume 
workshop with local professionals at 4 p.m. Th.nsday in 
Visual Ms Building room 111. Call Char1es LaPradd at 380-
2026 ext. 3452. 
Clothe the Homeless 
Alpha Kawa Psi, the professional business fraternity of UCF, 
will hostack:>thingdrivetorthe h:>melessbeginning Saturday. 
- Merroers wiU alk:>cate drop stations on carrµ.is next week. 
They request clothing for women in large sizes aoo service-
able shoes. Merroers also need clothing for children 9 or 
o(jer and men's jeans sizes 28, 29 and 30. Other Items 
irclude work shoes ard tennis shoes as well as men's ard 
wornen'sunderwearardsocks.CallMike,380-7404,orLisa, 
671-7148. 
Bea Leader 
The UCF Society of Professional Journalists is accepting 
nominations Friday for next year's leadership positions at 
the 10 a.m. meeting in Student Center room 217. The 
society is a campus chapter of the national society and is 
open to print, broadcast ardphotojoumalists. UCF SP Jwill 
hold elections April 23. Call Savannah at 281-9318 ~ 
interested. 
Scholarship in Communication 
The Sch:>ol of Comrrunication is seeking canc:fldates forthe 
$000 Gerow/May Sch:>larship for 1993. The scholarship is 
available to female undergraduate students with a minirrum 
of 90 hours oorll)leted in the Sctool of Comrrunication. 
Female graduate students with a ninimum of 15 h:>urs 
toward a master's in comrrunication are also erigible, as are 
those graduating this May.Students can obtain application 
forms andelgbilityreq.JirementsfromtheSchoolof Comrru-
nrabn offce, Fine Arts Building room534. The deadline for 
awlicatons is ,April 21. Tum in applications and paperwor1< 
to the attention of Joe Han, Gercm/MayScholarshipSelection 
Committee chair. 
Big Man on Campus and Miss UCF 
Congratulations to Miss University of Central Fk:>rda 1993, 
Kirrberty Sarubbi, ard the Big Man on Carrµ.is, Gordon 
Marns. Runners-up to the Miss UCF Pageant irx::uded: 
Kirroerty Berfield, who won the inteNew categ:>ry ard was 
named second runner-up; Meredith Miler, who won evening 
wear ard was named first rumer-up; and Stacie Clemons, 
wh:> won non-finalist talent. Sarubbi also won sp::>rtswear. 
Winners in the Big Man on Carrpus contest included: Jack 
Bishop, winner of the Talent category with Andrew Ratliff as 
secord runner-up ard Carl Mixon, first runner-up. Mams 
won intervitw, sportswear and evening wear 
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FROM PAGE 1 
at least we would have a place 
to house our equipment and to 
publish from." 
The Future, along with al-
most every other business, has 
felt the strains of the economy 
this year. The administration 
recently recalled $30,000 that 
The Future had borrowed from 
them, and this put the publi-
cation in a financial setback. 
Due to this, The Future will 
not be publishing this sum-
mer, as it usually does. "We 
are owed money from numer-
ous people, and it will all be 
coming in to us this summer. 
Not publishing will definitely 
save us money, and we will be 
back in the profit-gaining mar-
gin at the start of the fall se-
mester," Bauer said. 
Looking for business; 
marketing or any 
major interested in 
earning 
money: 
The sky's the limit. 
The Central Florida 
Future has unlimited 
opportunities for adver-
tising representatives. 
Payment is made on a 
generous commission 
basis and tbe only 
requirements are a 
positive and motivated 
personality. Prior experi-
ence in sales is helpful, 
but not required.Call Bill 
or Tisha at 823-2602. 
The sooner you 
start, the sooner 
you earn. 
FREE Travel Cards 
No Monthly Fees 
No Monthly Minimums 
No Special List of Friends 
Coast to Coast Fiber Optic Network . 
Superior Quality • Savings up to 253 
Tired of Paying too Much? 
CALL 263-6148 
Henry Harlow, Independent Communications Representative 
TEL: 823-2405 
FULL 
COLOR 
With Visa® you're accepted at more than I 0 million pfaces 
around the world, nearly three times more than American Express. 
Just in case you ever come up a little short. 
Visa. It's Everywhere You Want To Be~ 
PROFESSIONAL PERSONALIZED CARE 
at Mariner's Village 
E. Michigan St. and S. Conway 
a Walk-In Medical Clinic 
Debra J. Adkins, M~D. 
• General Practice 
• Workers Compensation 
•GYN GYNEXAM 
• Physical Examinations 
• Minor Emergencies 
·All Ages 
. $40 .. 00 withthisad 
Monday - Friday 
8:30 AM-6 PM 
Saturday 380-9223 
w 
I ; 
QI) 
:.a () 
9:00 AM - 2:00 PM s ~ Semoran 436 
The patient or other person responsible for payment has a right to refuse 
to pay or cancel payment for any other services, exam or trealinent 
perfonned as a result of and within 72 hOUIS of responding to this 
advertisement. 
A QC COMPUTER aka SHAREWARE-TO-GO OF ORLANDO 
DISCOUNTED COMPUTER BOOKS, ACCESSORIES, 
PRINTER RIBBONS, CABLES, ETC. 
DISCOUNTED SOFfWARES, AS LOW AS 1.L2i 
EXTRA DISCOUNTS TO STUDENTS & FACULTIES 
TEL: 679-3551 
2721 N. FORSYTH ROAD, WINTER PARK 
N 
( 
.. 
• 
' 
Ill 
p:sy~~A~v·s 
7660 University Boulevard 
(407) 679-6600 
END OF SCHOOL 
CENTRAL FLORIDA'S HOTTEST 
BAND " SHOCK LIZZARD " 
*All Domestic Liters$ 2.50 
* Miller Lite Bottles $ 1.50 
* Prizes & Give Aways 
ATTENTION STUDENTS! 
Now is the time to think ... 
EUROPE!!! 
Forget wltat you've lteardl See Europe for as low 
as $40 per day! 
We handle it all! AIR-EURAIL-BUS-HOSTELS. 
Cover the continent with the Student Travel Experts! 
Call for details and rates! 
Crown Travel 
A Destiny Travel Group Company 
(407)682-7657 
Dedicated to serving students nationwide 
ASK ABOUT OUR UPCOMING FREE SEMINARS/! 
ATTENTION ENGINEERING/SCIENCE 
STUDENTS FINALS ARE HERE ONCE 
AGAIN!! 
tO 
The office of Minority Engineering Programs will be 
holding free group review sessions for engineering core 
courses. Tutors will have review tests to discuss with you. 
Bring all your questions to these sessions and take 
advantage of our helpful tutors. Don't miss out on a great 
opportunity to make the grade you deserve. Mark your 
calendars! 
SESSIONS WILL TAKE PLACE IN RM. 289 CEBA I 
Course: 
Principles of Elec. Engineering 
Calculus (I & II) 
Statics 
Physics (I & II) 
Dynamics 
Chemistry 
Date: 
F-4123 
F-4/23 
M-4/26 
M-4/26 
T-4/27 
T-4/27 
Time: 
l-3pm 
3-Spm 
3-Spm 
5-7pm 
l-3pm 
3-Spm 
If you have any questions, contact Embelle at 823-3466. 
~GOODLUCK~ 
f 
4~~t~~t~t~,.~t~r 
A little reminder from the Environmental Defense Fund 
that if you're not recycling, you're throwing ~f!tlft 
away a lot more than just your trash. ~ ~ 
Recycle. Save our environment. Tll 
'-'t~~t~t~ .. ~t~~t~™ 
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BriQg your bike to tbe 
B/.KF IY01ili'S rQObile repair service -
Every Wedr)esday , 9 - 2 pm. across from tbe Wild Pizza-CJCF campus 
COl.ONIAL FlFA MARKET 
11500 E. COLONIAL DR (E. HWY. 50) 
Across the road from the 
"FAA T HOUSE" 
NOW OPEN FRJDAY NOON TO 8 PM 
SAT & SUN 8 AM - 5 PM . 
Everyone can sel! l 
· Spaces from just $2.00 for Garage Sales 
~50 PAVED & COVERED SPACES 
( 407) 380-8888 or (407) 679-8705 
NORB KOLB, MGR. 
LSAT • MCAT 
GMAT • NCLEX 
GRE •. SPEED READING 
THE TEST IS WHEN? CLASSES FORMING NOW. 
@ Live Classes with experienced instructors 
. ' 
o Hundreds of hours of Audio review Available. 
7 days a week• Evenings too! 
o No Nonsense Guarantee 
o Industry Leader - 53 years of experience· and 
2 million graduates prove we've got the 
expertise and resources it takes to help students 
succeed 
KAPLAN 
THE ANSWER TO THE TEST QUESTION 
273~7111 
RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS 
SUMMER SCHOOL 
FOR PEOPLE 
ONTBEIRWAY 
TOTBE TOP. 
If you didn't sign up for 
ROTC as a freshman or 
sophomore, you can still 
catch up to your class-
mates by attending 
Army ROTC Camp 
Challenge, a paid six-
week summer course 
in leadership training. 
By the time you have 
graduated from college , 
you'll have the creden-
tials of an Army 
officer. You'll also 
have the self-confi-
dence and discipline 
it takes to succeed in 
college and beyond. 
ARMY ROTC 
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE 
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE. 
CPT Angel A. Morales 
823-2430 
KIDS NEED THE 
BOYS CLUB. 
WE NEED YOUR HELP. 
sc~~;.~~~f,!~t~i~cr~lbr; tl~5bs0c~c~~~~c A ~~~~ic1~· !~~ 
all .1boul. The h~illthy (om· pmuf lhl' Boy:i; Club works. 
peti tion. lhc t•ducation .mt.I IU.•mcmbt.>r how sood rou 
activilics that turn kids into felt .1s &i kid the lirst time 
;ldiiwcrs. So a kid can make you ~lh:L~d ,, m;ith probl\·m. 
ii ufr the street, uul of the su n k t'I basket t•r J.;Ol your 
ndghburhood .1nJ into the fir~l jtlb? Make cl kicl feel 
wurlJ. The Club pro-~- th,11 guud . Gi,·e ,, kid 
vic.lcs the r.1cilitics and lhc (uturc. 
a caring staff. The kids Support the Club 
du th~ res!. And moro BOYS CLUBS lud•y. And help build 
th.1n 1,285,000 mcm· -ooe il better tomorrow. 
The Club that beats the streets. 
Lookingforbusiness~mar­
keting or any major inter-
ested in earning money: 
The sky's the limit. 
I 
The Central Florida Fu-
ture has unlimited oppor-
tunitiesforadvertisingrep-
resentatives. 'Payment is 
made on a generous com-
mission basis and the only 
requirements are a posi-
tiveandmotivatedperson-
ality. Prior experience in 
sale's is helpful, but not 
required. 
Call Bill or Tisha at 823~ 
2602. 
The sooner you start, 
the sooner you earn. 
Writers Wanted 
We are looking for stu-
dents interested in 
sharpening their writ-
ing skills in all areas: 
news 
features 
sparts 
opinion/.editorial 
These positions will be-
gin working as of the 
Fall of1993. All students 
welcome. Call 823-6397 
for further information. 
The Central Florida Future 
Consequences to the 
IRS are dire, even 
for college students 
I t's tax day again. Hopefully, you are not among that not-so-rare breed of lax tax-
preparers who have waited until the last 
minute to file the required forms with the 
government - you know who you are. 
Remember, tax returns have to be post-
marked bymidnighttonight to avoid the conse-
quences of being late. Because of all the people 
in this world you don't want mad at you, the 
IRS should be at the top of the list. 
Answerable to no one, this particular arm of 
the federal government has the ability to mess 
up your life worse than an unannounced cumu-
lative final exam. 
Probably the most helpful thing to remem-
ber when dealing with the IRS is that taxes are 
inevitable. We may not like them, but they are 
certainly here to stay. 
The strange thing about the IRS is that, in 
the midst of a democratic government, it sits 
like the sovereigns,of old; it can do no wrong-
sort of an American KGB. 
Evenlf youallow.theIRStodoyourtaxesforyou 
- not something many would recommend- if 
they make a mistake, it is still your fault. 
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Move to I-A is beyond stupid 
Francis J. Allman 
THINK ABOUT IT 
We can see the reason for investing the IRS . r---------
have to work a little longer and harder to offset the ever-
increasing athletic fees. These fees are needed to sub-
sidize the games that virtually no one att.ends, despit.e 
the fact we've already paid for them. 
I 'd like t.o take this oppor- That's another thing: I wish . people would stop tunity to thank Doug saying these games are "free" to UCF students. Every Shoen (whose letter ap- student pays for the athletic program every time they with a fair amount of power, for there are not many Americans who relish the idea of paying 
taxes" The tax collectors probably need to be 
somewhat intimidating, but the problem with 
unlimited power is that it can lead to unwar-
ranted persecution. 
Power is a heady thing and the IRS has more 
than its share of power. 
What makes this particularly disturbing is 
that the tax code is all but unintelligible to the 
common person. The next time you've got a 
month or two to kill, stop by the library and 
read a couple chapters of Title 26 of the United 
States Code (The Internal Revenue Code). The 
language and sentence construction of the thing 
makes James Joyce's Finnegan's Wake seem 
like a second-grade reading text. 
Having to worry about the IRS mulling over 
your last three or four years returns is certainly 
not a comforting thought. 
One thing students need to keep in mind, at 
least those who have taken out student loans, 
is that if you fail to pay the loans back, the IRS 
can come after you for that, too: 
And this is not a library fine or parking 
ticket; they don't hold back a transcript. 
The agency is not known for its sense of 
humor and it has a nasty habit of accessing 
fines, which can make the original tax liability 
look miniscule. Then there is the power of 
property impoundment,wage garnishing, and 
the unanswerable freezing of one's assets-all · 
options readily available to the IBS. 
1 
To paraphrase Shakespeare: Beware the I 
Ides of April. · 
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Jennifer Schutte 
pears at the top of the facing regist.er for classes. I've attended one athletic event 
page) for talcing the time to since I've been here. So at $5.50 per credit hour times 
writ.e, no doubt representing 60 hours, that game cost me $330. What a deal! 
thehoardsofUCFfootballfans Andspeakingoftheathleticfee,guesswhatisbudgeted 
-all two of them-who will t.o increase if we go I-A? That's right. The plan calls for an 
soon be attending our Division increase of more than $180,000 over the next four years. 
I-A athletic competitions. Guess who pays for that. Hey, you're getting good at this! 
I know that there are SupportersofthisDivisionl-Amoveseemtohavean"If 
two fans because I actually you build it, they will come" attitude. Well, that may work 
got two letters in response to that editorial, which is in Hollywood, but the notion that fans and boosters are 
twice as many fans as I thought there were. goingtomiraculouslyappearifwesuddenlycallourselves 
And therein lies my point. I wrote an editorial which I-A is a "field of dreams" of gargantuan proportions. 
forthemostpart-no,forallofitsparts-calledeven - How long do you think top football programs are 
the suggestion that we spend an additional $2.2 mil- going to want to play (and flatten I nlight add) UCF 
lion on UCF athletics unconscionable, and from all of when they realize they aren't going to get the TV 
the boosters, alumni and others that supporters of this coverage that brings in the big bucks? 
idea relish in waving like some sort ofbanner, I got two The move to I-A should be made (ifit should be made 
lousy letters. Now, if this does not show the real at all) after the university has enough money to teach 
attitude most people at this university and in this enough classes. Why not develop a championship pro-
community have toward UCF athletics in general and gram at the I-AA level and then go I-A, bringing ¢e 
UCF football in particular, I don't know what does.. fans and boosters and students along, as well as bring-
Ifthe students are so behind this move, why weren't ing in money for education? Providing an education, by 
they incensed by my sacrilegious attack on the sacred the w~y, is why this or any university should exist. 
athletic program? The simple truth is that they don't And on a personal not.e to you, Mr. Schoen, I question 
(and shouldn't) give a damn. your reasoning that support for one's alma mater is 
It's not that I hate sports. I played varsity football somehowlinkedtosupportforitsathleticprograms.How 
and ran track in high school. It's just that the priorities dare you question my school loyalty based solely on the 
at UCF are all mixed up. fact that I refuse to grovel as you do before the false idol 
A frequent argument in favor of dumping more money of I-A football? 
intotheblackholethatisUCFathleticsissuchthatallows I am proud to have been associated with UCF and the 
people who would ordinarily not be able to afford a college outstanding faculty of the English department; proud to 
education the chance t.o get one. Let's see, this university have worked as an editor of this newspaper, t.o have served 
wantstospendnearly$6millim:ionanathleticprogramso on the Student Safety Task Force; and I am especially 
a handful of student-athletes can go to school on scholar- proud to be graduatingfrom this university with honors on 
ship. Well, t.o me that's no bargain. May 8. That is how I show support for my school 
Furthermore, I can't afford a university education The one thing I am not proud of, Mr. Schoen, is the 
either, but I hold down three part-time jobs to come up appalling attitude toward education which contin-
with the money. And I am not alone. Most students ~t ues to be ~is~layed by the current UCF president and 
UCFhavetoworktheirwaythrough school: we alljust people like you. 
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S~PPORTS DIVISION l·A 
against nationalJy recognized univer-
This is in response to the staff edito- sities, UCF would gain national expo-
rial [written by FrancisAUman, March sure through television, newspapers 
18 issue of the Future] concerning UCF and reputation. This exposure would 
football and President Hitt's decision give UCF alumni more recognition, 
to move to Division I-A in 1996. Mr. thus bettering their opportunities to 
Allman is widely outspoken in his con- locate more quality job placements on 
demnation of this decision, but his rea- a national level and not just on the 
soning for this disapproval is unwar- local level. Mr. Allman also ch•ims UCF 
ranted. Since the athletic budget will lacks the needed support to maintain a 
be raised from $3.6 to 5.8 million upon Division I-A program. He makes this 
this move, Mr. Allman assumes the j-~1dgment on the attendance of last 
' difference will be obtained by pouring year's Division I-AA schedule. Thus, 
money allotted for academics into the this statistic is very misleading. Once 
athletic budget just like last year. Not UCF commits itself to competing at the 
a chance. When the football schedule top level, the alumni and Central Flo-
includes a majority of Division I teams ridian support will follow just as com-
like FSU, UF, Georgia and the like, the mitted. Let's face it, with three power-
" funds UCF receives for playing these houses in Florida people want and ex-
teams (especially on away visits) will pect to see big games. Once UCF is a 
more than compensate for the increase big-timer fans will attend our games 
, in the athletic budget, while any sur- en masse. One example of the impact of 
plus moneycould go toward academics, playing big names and big games can 
growth !ind even scholarships. be seen when UCFplayed in the NCAA 
Mr.Allman also claims this move to Division I-AA playoff quarterfinal 
• Division I-A will mean that UCF stu- against William and Mary. Oyer21,000 
dents will "be forced to sacrifice their fans were present. Also in 1987, UCF 
education." Open your eyes. The edu- played Troy State in a semi-final game 
' cation one receives at UCF could only . in which just under 30,000 were in 
be enhanc~d by this move. With a Divi- attendance. My point is that UCF has 
sion I-A caliber schedule playing shown support in the past, and with a 
In Limbo 
Wl&EH Af(e 'r'04 
Go1"c;; ~ ~~~ 
l.AtVJ~, P..).? 
committment to perform at the top 
level and win. Mr. Allman's claim that 
we will be a whipping boy for years to 
follow is completely unfounded. The 
high school football talent in Florida is 
rated number one in the nation annu-
ally by sportswtiters and coaches. With 
a strong pool of talent, UCF will attract 
Division I-A caliber players which will 
have and already does have an impact 
on UCF football. On a personal note, 
Mr. Allman, what I question is your 
support for your alma mater. In de-
fense of Dr. Hitt when he said that 
"there is no doubt in ·fos mind that 
everyone connected with UCF is be-
hind this move" he was refertjng to 
believers not cynics. 
Doug Schoen 
Political &ience 
UCF football 1989-93 
WRESTLEMANIAC SPEAKS 
"Trivial" Trylko strikes again. First, 
he bashes Auto Racing's claim as a 
sport. Now, he attacks Pro Wrestling. 
Open your eyes, pal. Wrestling isn't all 
fun and games as you and many others 
would like to think. In the history of 
wrestling, like football, basketball and 
other activities the trivial one consid-
ers sport, many serious injuries have 
64iwiJ 
WftY 
TWO 'bA\'S~ 
I 
taken place. In 1980, the great Andre 
the Giant suffered a broken leg in a 
match. Bruto Sanmartino had.his neck 
broken by Stan Hansen in the middle 
of a 1976 match and continued to 
wrestle. A rookie named Joe Thurman 
had his career finished late last year 
after his back broken in one of his first 
matches. I suppose Trace's retort to 
this would be that you really can't get 
hurt. Well, let me bash you over the 
head with a cowbell (a la the bull rope 
match) and let's see how quickly you 
respond. I'm not naive. I reafo·:e that 
there are some shady goings-on in this 
sport. Steroids? Sexual Harassment? 
Hey, don't they do that in· football, too? 
Fixed reselts and staged press confer-
ences? Sounds like Pro Boxing to me. 
The only difference between boxing 
and wrestling is that ESPN covers it on 
a regular basis. ,Many p1ofessionals 
wrestled as amatures, were football 
players (UCF's own Ed "The Bull" 
Gantner, for one) and competed in the 
Olympics (Ken Patera). Got the point 
Trivial. Pro Wrestling is a sport. Now if 
you want to refute it, we can take it to 
the ring. 
Tommy Stewart 
Communications 
Tony Whitten 
CAUSE 11fAl) ~ 
MM< ~ Cf a.&\...> 
v~~ •HU~ 
" 
· Reality in comic strips too much for some 
A re the funnies offen-sive? Well, some seem to be. 
At least that appears 
to be a general reaction to 
the work that syndicated 
cartoonist Lynn Johnston 
has been producing during 
recent weekdays in her se-
ries "For Better or For 
Worse." 
Feminists might want 
to rejoice in the fact that now a woman has joined the 
ranks of Berke Breathed ("Bloom County" and now 
"Outland") and Garry Trudeau ("Doonesbury") for pro-
ducing a comic strip dealing with a topic so controver-
sial, so offensive, so horribly ugly that some newspa-
pers have seen fit to cease its publication for the past 
few panels. 
Johnston's strip centers around one family which 
she perceives as an ave~age American one. There are 
several periphery characters and families also involved. 
Through this, the cartoonist presents the problems and 
pleasures that she sees most of us going through: 
dating, braces, newborn babies, weddings, school, ca-
reers, you know- reality. 
She tends to present an aspect of these everyday 
realities in such a way that is both humorous and 
insightful. 
And she does using a humor that is broad based 
enough to appeal to a wide audience. 
So, what is the topic that Johnston has dared to 
approach that has caused the recent reaction? 
Homosexuality. 
The comic has lately.had the teenage boy of the strip 
dealing with the fact that one of his best friends has 
"come out of the cfuset" and admitted his sexuality -
first to him as a friend, now to his parents. 
What a .tiovel story idea. 
Here is something that doesn't happen in American 
families year after year. 
Does the fact that homosexuality actually exists and 
that the people around the homosexual have to deal 
with the personal and social consequences of the situ-
ation and its existence really bother readers that much? 
Perhaps people are fearful that tots reading about 
homosexuality in the funnies will be entranced, enticed 
and eventually ensnared in this deviant sexual behav-
ior- sort oflike Joe Camd for cigarettes. 
Whatever the rationale, certain newspapers around 
the country (thankfully, not the Sentinel) have ceased 
publication of this basically harmless, nearly realistic 
comic strip for some reason or another. 
I say nearly realistic because, since Johnston is 
forced by the constraints of haying to entertain, some 
of her scenarios have been softened to s.omewhat less 
than what I would predict as accurate acts and reac-
tions on the par.t of the characters involved. 
Overall, though, the comic seems to be a pretty good 
reflection of problems and people. 
Moreover, at least someone is addressing a serious 
family issue in a family-oriented medium with a (rela-
tively) family-accepted touch. 
For that, I applaud Johnston. 
But, let's get back to the subject at hand: are the 
funnies offensive? 
As stated earlier, some seem to be. 
And some are. 
I mean have you read this "Sally Forth" routine? 
"Sally Forth" is supposed to be - like Johnston's 
strip - a depiction of everyday life in suburban white 
America. However, instead of actually addressing is-
sues, it presents scenarios dealing with bosses, hus-
bands and smartass daughters. 
And it does it with the most cliched situations, 
dialogue and mentality possible. 
I think Sally Forth is Nancy grown up. 
The worst part is that it is producedjointly. I mean, 
if this team effort can't produce anything better written 
(or better drawn) than this thing, perhaps they should 
go back to selling shoes or whatever they did before 
being picked up by the presses. 
To think the Sentinel fired Andy Capp for this 
bunch. 
/ 
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GREEK CORNER 
DELTA SIGMA Pl 
Get ready Beta Rho, initiation will be on 
campus Saturday. Our last social will 
follow afterward. Remember to call the 
alumni. Happy B-day Siewmay. Proud 
to be a Deltasig!!! 
DELTA TAU DELTA 
BROTHERHOOD RETREAT-SAT & 
SUN. PLEDGES: YOU'RE ALMOST 
THERE! WHAT WOULD YOU DO? 
SOFTBALL AND FLOOR HOCKEY 
TODAY. FRI HAPPY HOUR KICKS 
BUTT!! 
ALPHA PHI OMEGA 
Banquet this Saturday! Arrive 7pm at 
Michaels! Walk for Wekiva is Sat. 
7:45am Wild Pizza if you go. Don't for-
get money from sponsers. B leader b 
friend b of service. 
SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON 
<PA Tom Scott with formal what a blast. 
Congratulations to Ratt brother of the 
year way to go Tony, Kiet, and Woody. 
Fri. night Tazmanian party with Icl>E 
10-3 I.AE weekend soon! -
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA 
Hey guys, its Thursday and tommorrow 
night is the house of no style party at 
the Centroplex. It starts at 
10:00pm.Tonight there is a brotherhood 
event don't forget. If you need more 
info call Reed. Keep supporting our 
intramural teams. Thats about it so have 
a great weekend. 
CLUB INFO 
AA meeting every Wednesday 12 noon 
SC 211. 
Returning to school? Have questions 
or need help? Contact Gina at 823-2191 
your non-traditional student advocate. 
MISA 
SWAT 
SWAT members there will be a party 
for all members on April 27. For more 
details please stop by the Wellness 
Center. Congratulate Kris Stouffer on 
her bikini contest. 
ROOMMATES · 
Clean NS F needed to share 2bd2ba 
apt at Alafaya Woods call Ashley at 
365-6538. 
M/F NS needed to share 2bdrm 2bth 
240/mth + 1/2 utilities, 3 miles from UCF 
382-8569 lv/msg. 
N/S F to share 2 bd/ba own bib, w/d in 
Heather Glen for May-Aug call Deanna 
679-4638 
Roomate needed! 2bd/2ba house, 15 
min. from UCF, good neighborhood, 
washer, dryer, fenced in yard. Call Pam 
384-6316. 
Female roomate N/S wanted tor 5/15 
2b/2b across from UCF, CC 275-1640. 
FINS to share 3/2 two miles from school 
on Univ. 657-1975. 
Female Christian, non-smoking 
roomate for house near campus. $225 
+ 1/3 utilities. Call 365-2940. Available 
4/1/93. 
Wanted : 1 UCF beanbag chair call 
Savannah 281-9318. 
FOR RENT 
Free Apartment Finding Service 
Apar.tment Locator Specialists, Inc. 
3300 University Suite 246 657-8282 
*Sherwood Forest* 
3/2 and 2/2 Available for Immediate 
Occupancy Call OMV Properties Inc. 
657-1967 
I 
Rooms for rent-summer term-males 
only-fraternity house, all utils. included, 
cable, full kitchen, pool table, games, 
private bath, $200-300 call for details 
872-0373. i 
MISA is an organization dedicated to 
preparing students for a future in the 
field of information systems. We have 
workshops to help improve computer 
skills and improve your resume. 
Employers are increasingly looking for 
and requiring new employees to have 
computer experience. Our MISA office 
is located in room 362 of the business 
administration. 
Attractive 2 bedroom apt. walk to UCF I 
$420.00 a month 363-5636. 
John Reeves former All American and 
USFL quarterback for Tampa Bay 
Bandits at FCA Thurs. 7:00pm WDSC. 
Bed rm/b~th kitchen priv. 113 uDI. cable I 
access grad or senior pref. no smoking II 
quiet area pool & tennis aval 7 mi from 
UCF $215/mo no deposit call Shirley 
823-5842 or 281-6533 after 2 p room 
avail. 5/1 /93 appoint. 
A p B T M E N T 
s z 
One of the largest 2 & 3 bedroom 
apartments' in East Orlando. 
Call us about our move-in specials 
FOR STUDENTS ONLY 
( 407) 365-8388 
•Windows in Every Kitchen •Sand Volleyball 
• Screened Patio • Basketball 
• 3 Swimming Pools 
•Tennis 
• Racquetball 
• Free Basic Cable Service 
•Washer/ Dryer Available 
• Shuttle Buses Available 
From University Boulevard, 
head north on Alafaya Trail 
to Alafaya Woods Boulevard. 
Turn right and we are just 
ahead on the left. 
• Alafaya Woods lvd 
University Blvd. 
"STUDENT APARTMENTS" 
For rent, Colonial Dr./Al&faya Trail. $85 
per week per person, double occupan-
cy with biweekly contract, free furnished, 
linens, tv, maid service, microwave/ 
refrg, cable tv, phone, laundry facility, 
student desk, laser bus close by. Please 
call 273-1500. 
Lovely 2b 2b dupl ale heat vertical blinds 
near Hwy 50 & Dean Rd. $400 mo $300 
sercurity call 648-5136 or eve 862-3188 
Large 212 w/private balcony or patio large 
kitchen, walking distance to UCF. Please 
ask about our move-in-special. 282-5657. 
Furn. apt. summer rent 2bed 2bath Bill 
or Rob 679-4295. 
Duplex for rent. 2bedroom/2bath. Has 
washer/dryer. Close to UCF. Contact 
273-7435. 
2 bed and 2 bath for rent at 12008 
Alafaya Woods Ct. call 695-0548. 
FOR SALE 
1985 Honda Accord-LX, auto trans. 
4-door w/luggage rack, includes ale am/ 
fm cassette radio, great condition $3000 
or best offer. 275-8194. 
10 speed, Spalding new cables, brakes, 
tire good condition $45 281-7 403 
Stereo, Fisher hi -fi loaded w/JVC 
towers call for info. $425 281-7403. 
Best offffi', Tasco 300 power ref. 
telescope, Peavey T-27 elec. Guitar, 
bra, headlight covers & hubcaps for '86 
Mustang LX. Ask for Chris 359-9101 . 
2 15' speakers $175 380-6000 x217A 
2 Raton swivel chairs & table for $150 
must sell call CC 275-1640. 
HELP WANTED 
RPS needs p/t package handlers from 
3-7 am $7 per hour. Call 297-3715. 
Longhorn Steaks 
Voted #1 Steakhouse in Atlanta 
9 Straight Years 
Now hiring winners. If you possess 
drive and energy, and want to have 
fun, we want to talk to you. Bar, 
hostess, servers, kitchen, books. Apply 
in person M-F 8-6 Sat. 9-1 
3385 S Hwy 1792 next to Home Depot 
Cruise ships now hiring-earn $2000+/ 
month & world travel (Hawaii, Mexico, 
the Caribbean, etc.) Holiday, summer 
and career employment available. No 
experience necessary. For employ-
ment program call 1-206-634-0468 ext. 
C5418. 
Stock brokers/trainees 
Chatfield Dean & Co. 
Investment bankers 
member NASD-SIPC EOE 
You'll find probroker training, superb 
compensation. You'll be able to earn 
great commissions selling-corporate 
stocks, bonds, tax shelters & mutual 
funds. Mr. Mokhberi 407-649-3104. 
National long dstance comp. starts its 
own network marketing comp. *The 
ultimate consumable *No monthly 
quotas *No minimum monthly 
purchases •A lifetime income 
opportunity *Exciting marketing plan 
*Awesome bonus plan "Largest payout 
ever *Devote time at your convenience 
*One time sign up can generate a 
Need Summer Cash? Don't leave the 
beach Be creative & find different 
ways to sell the coolest suntan lotion 
It's so unique, it sells it sells! Make 
over $100 for every box you sell . Call 
(212) 875-9535. 
93 GRADS LEARN HOW TO GET 
YOUR JOB! Attend AMBITIONS, INC. 
seminar 4/21 at ?pm Holiday lnn-UCF. 
672-5130. 
SERVICES 
Hypnotherapy a way to change your 
feelings thoughts or habits, make them 
acceptable to you, positive results 
guaranteed free consultation 898-1016 
TYPISTS 
WP, EDITING: APA, MLA, etc. 366-0538 
WORDMASTERS 277-9600 
Student documents and resumes. 
Same day service available. IBM/AT, 
WordPerfect 5.0 
IBM letter quality/laser printing. 
Fast*Professional*Accurate 
KCO INC Typing/ $1.50/ 658-9074 
Word Processing. Near UCF. 
366-0556 
Typing/Wordprocessing. Reasonable. 
WordPerfect 5.1. BA English. 
382-8599. 
COMPUTYPE 
lifetime residual *Simple to join • No I 
reason to ever drop out *Call for - I' 
All your keyboarding needs 
term papers/resumes/transparencies 
reasonable prices 
dedicated to making you look good 
677-4889 
Wedding gown San Martin fitted bodice 
w ~calloped train-Sharon 384-8497. 
- AUTOS - ---- -
'92 Mitsubishi Eclipse, burgundy, 5 spd, 
ac/am-fm stereo. 17000 miles $1000 
and assume payments. Call 671-6125 
'83 Pont trans am red low miles must 
sell going overseas in May pw pl ps 
$1200 obo call 382-1334. · 
'85 Mercury Topaz 4doors auto. trans. 
ale am/fm radio very clean excellent 
cond. 72k original milage $2500 call ' 
382-4892. 
information 407-263-6148 . 
$200 DAILY mailing circulars for major 
corp. Free supplies. Rush self· 
addressed-stamped-envelope to: 
USTB Marketing, Personnel Dept., 
P.O. Box 4203, Bryan TX 77805.· 
Needed lifeguards: call Tracey at 
366-9773 leave message clearly. 
Panama Jack Resort Services and 
Sports is now hiring energenic people 
Come work with us at the finest resorts 
in Orlando and Lake Buena Vista. Call 
us today 345-1089. 
We copy all night 
For most of us, there just aren't 
enough hours in a 9 to 5 day. We know· 
that there are times when you'll find 
yourself working around the clock to get 
an important project completed on 
time. And that's why we're open 24 
hours a day ... every day. 
I 
I 
I Come into the K.inko's listed between lOpm and 7am and save on 
I in-store, self-serve Macintosh® computer rental time. One coupon per 
I customer. Not valid with other offers. Good through May 31, 1993. 
1 open 24 hours kin'·~g•s· I 658-9518 ft 
I 12215 University Blvd. 
I (Across from UCF) 
L..! 
Term papers & resumes at terrific rates 
281-8888 M-S 9-9 dsktop & WPS.1 
J Resumes, thesis, papers, any typing 
I 
best rates-will beat any price. Call Cathy 
365-1217 
TUTORS 
Accounting Tutor 
CPA/former college instructor. 
Very experienced. 
Call Loretta at 629-1932 
TAU lHf KfYS. 
CAll A CAB·. 
TAU A SIANO . 
l . 
, 
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: ·. · Alafay~ McD~nald's·sopports -· l 
: . tJCF Kliigtlts . I 
I · · ·. . · . · ·· -- I 
I I-
I I 
I B · · Offer Good Only _at these McDonald's: I 
I . UY·; wn:y 12305 Univ. Blvd. • ·.10413 E. Colonial Dr. i i Large Sandwich 7409 E Colonial or. I 
I I 
I & Get Q: ·.ne Free Free Soft Drink, Tea & Coffee Refills r I · - Nq_t Good in Conjunction with any other offer. 
· · · · 1 Couoon fer fer son. f.er Visit. . I · 
I :-·· - OFEQUALORLESSER VALUE . VALIDUNTILMAY31, 1993 I 
L-~----~---------~----~-~-~-~------------------------~ 
Cl·ZAR·: THE LIVE ACTION 
LASER GAME HITS TOWN 
Opposite 
the AM.C 
Fashion 
Vi ilage 8 
~ieotre. 
"'- 3855 East Q Colonial Drive Reservations 
895-8291 
SERIOUS FUN WITH A LASER GUN 
SHAMROCK 
BEVERAGE 
Beer, Wine, Liquor, . 
Mixers. Cigarettes and Kegs 
Olde 
English "800" 
Specials Good 
Thru 4/21 /93 
Quart 
Copenhagen (roll) $2.50 
Located RIGHT ACROSS . 
F~OM UCF in between 
Kinko's and 12223 University Blvd. 
UCF Credit Union 823-9370 
~JV~ 
at Crazy Wings 
THURSDAYS: 
Ladies drink FREE 
Bud & Bud Light Draft from 
9 - 11 PM 
After 11 PM pitchers 
$3.50 for everyone 
•No cheap beer 
•No small cups 
LIVE REGGAE BAND 
Dean & University 677-1004 
BAKERY A RESTAURANT 
The Authentic French Bakery * Restaurant 
Eat in or Take out 
"7~ '8ea 
French Sandwich & Pate Chaud 
Also serving traditional 
French Lunches & Dinners 
• French bread • Cake • Croissants 
• Pastries • Cookies • Breakfast 
• Quiches •Soups 
Please present this ad to receive 
1 O % off lunch and dinner 
Located RIGHT ACROSS 
from UCF Next to 
UC6 Cinema 
382-2871 
Unlverelty 5hoppee 
12247 Unlverelty Boulevard 
Orlando. Florida 32817 
.. ~ 
. ) 
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SPORTS BRIEFS~~~~~~~~~~~-
''-
WOMEN'S TENNIS 
The Women's Tennis team 
ended the regular season on a 
positive note. 
The Lady Knights took the 
court against cross-town rival 
Rollins Tuesday and defeated 
the Tars 5-4. This big win came 
at a key time in the season, with 
theTransAmericaAthletic Con-
ference tournament beginning 
later this week in Montgomery, 
Ala. Coach Gail Falkenberg and 
the team are cautiously opti-
mistic about their chances. 
Though aware of the chal-
lenge ahead, player Tracy 
Coletta predicted, "We'll do fine." 
CREW 
The crew team won the 
Governor's Cup in Melbourne 
this past weekend. 
Not only was this a big win 
for the Knights, but it was the 
first time since the Regatta be-
gan in 197 4 that a team other 
than Florida Institute of Tech-
nology has captured the cup. 
The emotions ran wild on both 
sides, leading F1T head coach 
Casey Bak.er to say, "When I told 
you (UCF) to keep fighting, this 
isn't exactly what I had in mind!" 
Top winners for the Knights 
include: 
1st Women's Varsity 4:57.4 
1st Lightweight 4 "A" 5:09.2 
2nd Lightweight 4 "B" 5:23.0 
2nd Women's 
Freshman 8 4:49.1 
2nd FIN "A" 4:56.6 
1st Women's Varsity 8 4:22.4 
1st Men's Freshman 4 4:18.9 
3rd Men's 
Lightweight 4 4:22.1 
1st Men's Freshman 8 3:40.0 
2nd Men's 
Lightweight 8 3:40.4 
2nd Men's Varsity 8 3:29.17 
1RACK 
The track team enjoyed what 
may have been their most suc-
cessful week of the season. Fri-
day, the Knights had several 
big finishes against the Univer-
sity of South Florida. 
The 4x400 relay team ran a 
record-setting time of 3:23. The 
new record belongs to Jam es 
Mobil Super HP Oil Change 
• Up To 5 Qts. of Oil 
• New Oil Filter 
• 9 Point car check 
Students Celebrate your Graduation with 
. , 
epp~Sf~ANT 
2 miles north ofUCF 
on Alafaya Trail 
I Serving lunch between 11: AM - 2:30 PM I 
Your choice of a special graduation 
lunch buff et or Peppino 's dinner menu 
Serving dinner between 
5:00 PM and 10:30 PM 
f arties of 6 or rrwre please call 365-4774 for reservations. 
Complimentary piece of chocolate mousse 
with meal for Spring '93 UCF Grads 
Travieso, Robin Holmes, Greg 
Eyma and Kernel Thompson. 
Thompson also took a first-place 
finish in the intermediate 
hurdles with a time of 52.9 sec-
onds. Other top finishers for the 
Knights were Erik Lipham -
third, 1500m run (4:09); Mike 
Parmenter- third, 3000m run 
(8:59) and James Travieso -
third, 400m run (51.3). 
MEN'S TENNIS 
The men's tennis team traveled 
to Stetson University this week 
to compete in the Trans America 
Athletic Conference tourna-
ment. The Smashing Knights 
were seeded second and sported 
the best regular-season record. 
But . the Knights did not 
achieve the level of success they 
had hoped. The lost early in the 
first round to Southeastern Loui-
siana, 6-0. The men were able to 
regroup against Stetson and win 
5-1. But the third round loss to 
College of Charleston, 5-3, sent 
theKnightshomeinsixthplace. 
Florida International won the 
conference championship. 
Correction 
Tuesday's photo of the 
Kansas City Royals' check 
presentation to UCF in-
<;orrectly identified 
Knight~ coaches Jay 
Bergman and Mike 
Maack. 
Theiridentifications were 
reversed in the cutline. 
IS® 
& BAR 
HAPPY HOUR EVERYDAY 11-7 
To Go Orders Welcome! 
303 S. Semoran Blvd. 
South of University Drive 
679-7669 
12181 E. Coloniar Drive 
atAlafaya & E. Colonial 
384-6622 
· Mention this ad for 
free Chi 5 and 5alaal 
BODYBUILDERS 
Stop paying high prices for 
supplements. Our low overhead 
saves you money. We carry Body 
Ammo, Cybergenics, Unipro, Universal 
and others. For our price list, 
send $1.00 to cover postage and 
handling. (Refundable with first 
order). 
PUMP HOUSE SUPPLEMENTS 
P. o. Box 607803 
Orlando, Florida 32860 
All Ne"" Sho""! 
A l'ERNATIVE 
LASER STATIC 
The best in alternative music takes to the cosmos 
th~nks to the help of WXXL's Surfer Dave 
Every Friday Night • Cost $5.00 
9:00 p.m. - Alternative Laser Static 
1 0:30 p.m - Alternative Laser Static 
Midnight - RUSH 
Every Saturday Night • Cost $5.00 
9:00 p.m. - RUSH 
1 0:30 p.m - Alternative Laser Static 
Midnight - PINK FLOYD - The Wal1 
Seating is limited and on a first•come, first•served basis 
prices and shows subiect to change without notice. 
~ Sponsored by The Orlando Sentinel ~~t~ Orlando Science Center I John Young Planetarium c,fl<t,~'\ 810 E. Rollins Street• Orlando, FL32803 • 407-896-7151 
(; Take 1-4 to exit 43, 1/4 mile East on left in Loch Hoven Pork. 
I 
I 
1. 
i 
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America's team? Definitely not the Braves 
, - - -- - - .. - - ·-- Back to the Cubs. Though they weak-
Jenny Duncanson 
OFFSIDES :· _, 
The grass is green, the sun is shin-
i~g (in most states) and the boys of 
summer have once again taken to the 
field. Aahhhhh-the smell ofhotdogs, 
roasted peanuts and stale beer. Base-
ball is back! . 
America's favorite pastime is in full 
~wing and America's team is off to a 
great start. Of course, everyone knows 
exactly who I am talking about. 
., Everyone, that is, except Mr. Trivial 
Trylko. This poor disillusioned soul has 
been severely misled into thinking the 
Chicago Cubs are America's team. 
(Please, try to control your laughter.) 
Everyone knows the New York Yan-· 
kees are America's team. The Cubs have 
no more right to claim that distinction 
than Shell World can claim to be 
Florida's biggest tourist attraction. 
"' Quick quiz - name some famous 
Cubs. (This is one of Tri vial's favorite 
tactics. He has used it in previous col-
"ijmns to try and prove his mundane 
points.) 
But, what if you were asked to name 
some famous major leaguers? Maybe 
Babe Ruth, Joe DiMaggio, Reggie Jack-
son, Hank Aaron, Mickey Mantle and 
Lou Gehrig would come to mind. 
. "' And what do all these players have 
in common? At one point they all wore 
the blue pinstripes of the New York 
·Yankees -America's team. 
-Most anyone, whether or not they 
like baseball, can name some famous 
Bronx Bombers. Even most foreigners 
are more familiar with the Yankees 
than any other team. They are clearly 
the most recognizable franchise in 
sports. Why else would most baseball 
movies have the Yankees in the story? 
The Babe - Okay, we'll leave this 
one out. (But no other team has had a 
movie made about a famous player.) 
Mr. Baseball - Tom Selleck gets 
thrown off the Yankees. 
Major League - The main team is 
the Indians because they are the butt 
of the joke. Cleveland plays the Yan-
kees twice. 
'The Natural - Robert Redford 
looked great in pinstripes. 
Geez, how can a te~m in the Na-
tional League claim to be America's 
team? (And how many pennants have 
the Cubs won?) Besides, it's New York! 
America's most famous city! The Statue 
<'fLiberty, the World Trade Center and 
the Yankees-icons of the greatAmeric 
can dream. 
Stand and cheer baseball fans, and 
hail the New York Yankees-America's 
team in every respect. 
Trace Trylko 
OFFICIAL WORD 
Tum down the volume on that ·silly 
tomaha \\'.k chop. The Atlanta Braves are 
not America's Team. That distinction 
has been earned by the Chicago Cubs. 
The reasons are simple: Wrigley Field, 
baseball played in the sunshine and the 
moniker of being lovable losers. 
Wrigley Field, what a ballpark! No, not 
a stadium or a dome, but a real ballpark. 
Wrigley provides fans with a cozy setting to 
wareh America's favorite pastime. Ivy-cov-
ered walls · and a manually operated 
scoreboard are just two of this field's most . 
notable features. And who calls this park 
home? America's Team, the Chicago Cubs. 
As for Ms. Duncanson's assertion the 
New York Yankees deserve the distinction 
-c'mon,getreal! Sure, theyplayin Yankee 
Stadium, but what kind of stadium is that? 
Heck, it's known as a STADIUM. What 
more do you need tn know? And, it's in the 
Bronx. Agreat place to watch a game iffve 
ever heard of one. 
-~------····················----~ 
.: s T u D· E N T I s: 
I 
I 
·: c 
I 
HOl -CE AWARD 
ened and installed lights a few years 
back, they still play the majority of their 
games during the day. Baseball was 
meant to be played in the afternoon, not 
under blaring lights. Sunshine should 
drape a team and its park and that 
expectation is fulfilled in Chicago. 
While the Cubs don't win many champi-
onships or division flags or even the major-
ity of their games, they are loved by mil-
lions. Winningis not what drives Cubs' fans 
in droves to see their favorite team. It's the 
game. Cubs' fans are the smartest in base-
ball. They realize winningis not necessarily 
the bottom line. Cubs fans are loyal. 
The same cannot be said in New York. 
Attendance has declined as the Yanks have 
fallen in the standings. Ms. Duncanson, 
must I even point out the following 
embarassments: George Steinbrenner, 
managerial firings; Billy Martin, wacky 
free-agent signings 811d departures; Yogi 
Berra's snubbing, et ootera ... The Yankees' 
once proud tradition has been tarnished. 
Sure, the Bronx Bombers were onoo 
great. Yes, they had some super players. 
But, they are not and have never truly been 
America's team. By the way, Ms. 
Duncanson,mostfanscanname some great 
Cubs' players. How about Hall of Famers 
Ernie B~s and Billy Williams? 
.The Cubs willcontinuetnboastbaseball's 
wonderful traditions and will always be 
loved by millions. Allegiance tn the Cubs 
doesnotwane. ToborrowfromDanAkroyd's 
famous "Saturday Night Live" skit, "Jenny, 
youignorants ... "(C'mon Official Word read-
ers. You know I meant Sports Editor.) 
Untilnextweek,remember-Thesport..s 
,beat goes on! 
We can help 
you.find 
MONEY 
FOR 
COLLEGE 
I 
~· ' I 
CAB VALUES YOUR.OPINIONH! PLEASE VOTE FOR 
YOUR FAVORITE PROGRAM THAT WE PRESENTED TO 
YOU THIS YEAR. TAKE A MINUTE, CLIP THIS SURVEY 
AND RETURN IT TO THE STUDENT CENTER MAIN 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
··. ~ All undergraduateand graduate ·.·:·~\ .. ,·· 
students are eligible for ,ftnancial;,aid~~··. , 
' ·• - ' .~ , • .: ~ r 
I 
I •• I 
I I 
} I 
omecommg Para e STARS Mentormg 
GET MONEY FOR NEXT SEMESTER NOW! 
Put your mind at ease. 
Call 426-5509 or Brevard 633-9808 
24 hoursn days toll free or write to: 
•• DH . d D . •• 
I 
~• downtown Orlando program I 
I I j D Tom Deluca D Distinguished Lecture Series : 
1 famous hypnotist Terry Anderson/Carol Beck 1 
1111111111111111!: 
I I 
...I D Miss UCF/B.M.O.C. D Open Air ••• Open Mind I ~ Celebration of local· music " : 
.J D Symphony Under the Stars I 
I OTHER: I 
1 D Brown Bag I ~ Lecture Series : 
I NAME: I ~ I 
I I 
I SS#: I 
.--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--· 
: .A-CAB::::: 
... ~ u IVERSITYOFCENTRALFLORIDA CAMPUS ACTIVITIES BOARD I 
I (cut here) __fl · I 
L•••••••••••••••~••••••••••••~ 
Please. include your phone number 
Bring Friends ... . 
Roommates .. . 
and Money!!! 
Belz Factory 
Outlet World 
Mall 2 
363-4670 
lb 10% student discount on regular ·merchandise with UCF ~._I 
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UCF football prepares move to Division I-A 
by Jenny Duncanson 
SPORTS EDITOR 
President John Hitt announced Monday that UCF 
will upgrade its football program to the NCAA Divi-
sion I-A level, beginning with the 1996 sea:son. The 
decision was based on a recommendation from an ad 
hoc committee, consisting of faculty, staff and stu-
dents . The committee has been studying the 
university's overall athletic program. 
The move will unfold over the course of fo~ academic 
years, with the Flghting Knights competing in Division I-
A in the 1996 season. During the next four years, changes 
will be made to the entire athletic department, including a 
new athletic director, increases in money for women's 
sports, increases in the number of scholarships in all sports 
and pursuit of a conference alliance. 
Figured into the plan offered by the committee are 
check points to make sure the plan is moving on 
scheduleandbencJi.marksfor"go", "no-go" or"regroup," 
in case UCF is nof meeting the NCAA stipulations for 
becoming a I-A school. 
To successfully aceomplish the move, the athletic 
budget will have to increase from $3.9 million in 1992-
93 to nearly $5.9 million by the 1996-97 academic year. 
The committee feels the increased expenditures will be 
more than offset by revenue realized through increased 
donations, road-game guarantees, ticket sales, televi.: 
sion rights fees and merchandise sales. 
Other requirements include a stadium which seats 
at least 30,000 (UCFs home field, the Florida Citrus 
Bowl, seats 70,000) and an average game attendance of 
17 ,000 per game prior to 1996. This may be tne biggest 
roadblock for UCF, which has seen a sharp decline in 
support, despite posting winning records. In-1988, the 
Fighting Knights went 6-5-0 and averaged 23,084 
people. In 1992, UCF compiled a 6-4-0 record before an 
·The Fighting Knights are trying to push 
tJ:leir way into NCAA Division I-A. coeHoog1i=urnRE) 
. average of only 8,992 fans. 
"This change isn't going to happen; we will have to 
earn it," Hitt said. "For this to happen, we will need 
support from all of UCFs friends, from the student 
body and the campus community to alumni, commu-
nity leaders and business leaders throughout Centra\ 
Florida." 
The committee also noted several benefits for the 
university and Central Florida if the move is accom-
plished. A Division I-A program is expected to result in 
greater national visibility, increased alumni and donor 
activity and easier recruitment of student athletes and 
students in general. 
At the top of the agenda is the hiring ofa new athletic 
director. Gene McDowell, current athletic director and 
head football coach, announced Monday he would be 
stepping down from the athletic director position to 
concentrate on his coachingduties. Plans are also being 
made to expand the Sports Information Department.~ 
For students, the most noticeable change will be 
with the football schedule itself. The Fighting Knights 
will play seven home games in the 1993 season, all 
beginning Saturdays at 1:30p.m. UCFwill also need to 
schedule more games against Division I-A schools. I-A 
schools are expected to play a minimum of six I-A 
opponents each year. East Car_olina and Louisian 
Tech, both I-A schools, ar~on UCF's 1993 schedule. The 
Knights are also trying to arrange games with Georgia 
Tech, Memphis State, Purdue, New Mexico and mee 1 
ings with in-state powers Florida, Miami and Florida 
State, including a Sept. 23, 1995 date with FSU in 
Tallahassee. 
Chris Marlin, student body president-elect and 
member of the ad hoc committee, feels the big-name 
schools will be the biggest draw for students. 
"Apathy is atits highest level in a couple of years.We 
need to get students involved in UCF," Marlin said. 
"The only way the university can get respect and 
recognition with its own students is to move to Division 
I. We're gonna see our university's name on the same 
schedule with other big schools like Georgia Tech." 
Lightning continues to. fight as season ends tonight 
Tampa Bay drops Winnipeg and ties Chicago on the road; ends home schedule on losing note 
, , 
SOUND OF 
LIGHTNING 
, 
are not playing the ~ole of sac- Tampa Bay (23-53-7) defeated 
rificial lambs to playoff-bound , Winnipeg on the road 5-3. 
teams as the squad winds down Right wing Mikael Andersson 
its first season in the NHL netted three goals, while 
tonight at St. Louis. defenseman Roman Hamrlik 
It has been an exciting week pushed two other pucks past 
The Tampa Bay Lightning for the Bolts. Tuesday night, the Jets. 
Tampa say has not buckled under l~te season pressure. The Bolts beat Winnipeg 
Tuesday and gained a point in a weekend series with Chicago. (DeHoog/FuruRE) 
Tournament @ Macon, Ga. 
through Sun, 
Meanwhile, Lightning 
goalie J.C. Bergeron stopped 
30 of 33 shots. Winnipeg is 
fourth in the Smythe Division 
and has qualified for the play-
offs. 
Tampa's weekend series 
with Chicago showed just how 
competitive the Lightning have 
remained throughout the sea-
son. 
Saturday, Tampa concluded 
its first home season on Expo 
Hall ice with a 4-2 loss to Norris 
Division leader Chicago. 
Center Brian Bradley's 41st 
goal was not enough to over-
come the Black Hawks, despite 
goalie Pat Jablonski's strong 
game. 
Jablonski stopped 31 of 35 
shots. Tampa Bay finished 
their first season at home 12-
26-3. 
Sunday, Tampa Bay trav-
eled to the Windy City and 
skated away with a 3-3 tie. 
Bradley netted his 42nd goal 
WHAT Is ON 'AP? 
'IHURSDAY -•Women's Tennis Trans America 
Athletic Conference Tournament 
@ Montgomery, Ala. through Sat. 
SATURDAY - • Crew @ Southern Championships 
Knoxvil1e, Tenn, 
FRIDAY - • Baseball vs. Florida International 
7p.m. 
•Men's and Women's GolfTrans 
America Athletic Conference 
• Men's Rugby @ NOVA noon 
•Baseball dh vs. Florida 
International 2 p.m. 
•Track Barnett Bank Invitational 
@ Gainesvi1le 
WEDNES. - • Basebal1 vs. South Florida 7 p.m. 
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early in the third period, and 
right wing Danton Cole added ,, 
two others. 
Cole replaced left wing Rob 
Zamuner and made an unex-
pected start on the Lightning's ' ' 
scoring line. Lightning play-
ers have been encouraged by 
their strong play ·down the T I 
stretch. 
"It's a pretty good point for 
us, one of the better games 
we've played," said right wing 
John Tucker. "A lot of guys 
dug down a little deeper for .. 
this one." 
Tampa Bay will dig in one 
final time ~s they ·conclude 
their season tonight against 
Norris Division foe St. Louis. 
· The Blues are battling Minne~ 
sota for the Norris Division's 
final playoff spot. 
The Blues have a one-point 
lead over the North Stars. Min- • 
nesota, which will be moving 
to Dallas next season, trails 
St. Louis 83-82. 
• 
' 
' 
• 
' 
IT'S A VIRTUAL WORLD 
hen you look into the deepest re-w cesses of your imagination you will discover a wondrous and yes, some-times frightening, place known as the 
mind's eye. 
Through the art of computer-generated anima-
tion and synthesized music, a few people have 
become explorers in these new worlds. They have 
taken voyages beyond what was once thought 
possible, venturing into the dark areas of the mind, 
areas in which reality·and fantasy are virtual. 
The movie "Beyond The Mind's Eye" is a film 
which explores many of these journeys. 
Under the direction of Michael Boystun C a 
pioneer at Mtv) and Grammy Award-winning com-
poser Jan Hammer Cbest known for writing the 
theme to "Miami Vice"), this film takes its audi-
ence into new worlds never seen before and other 
qimensions never imagined, all the while stimulat-
ing their aural senses. 
"Beyond The Mind's Eye." from Miramar, fea-
tures a virtual couple in the throes of passion, 
panoramic views of computer-generated land-
scapes with all their flora and a sequence with two 
bees locked in a deadly aerial race. 
The state-of-the-art computer animation in 
"Beyond The Mind's Eye" outshines even that of 
its acclaimed cinematic father "The Minds Eye," 
taking its audience even further into a new world 
which mirrors, but is far from, reality. 
This is a cybertech fantasy rivaling anything 
created to date. "Beyond The Mind's Eye" allows 
the viewer to contemplate what it would be like to 
travel through space aboard a golden galactic 
sailship, or live in a totally alien lunar-dome world 
that has successfully replicated life on planet Earth. 
Is it reality or fantasy? You decide. 
"Beyond The Mind's Eye" opens up the audi-
ence's imagination, freeing the human spirit and 
creating vivid images. This tranquil journey guides 
people through a series of Asomovic dreams, 
leaving them wondering, "What will the art of 
virtual reality bring next?" 
The world is an ever-changing place, and we as 
humans know little about th~ sciences. Virtual 
reality may or may not be a science in the ·true 
sense, but we know so little about it. 
One thing we do know is that it is a new and 
powerful form of visual stimulus, whic~ may one 
day affect and even change the lives of everyone. 
Because of this,_ virtual reality is something with 
which we all should become familar. Just remem-
berhow many of yesterday's fantasies are today's 
realities-So have fun and learn aboot it, while you 
can ... 
The film "Beyond The Mind's Eye" is a testa-
ment of the many scientific and creative advance-
ments ocurring today, but it is more than that; it is 
a wonderful work of art and a must-see for people 
who love the combination of animation and synthe-
sized music. 
• cliff vanzandt 
entertainment editor 
- -
• INSIDE: New P.M. Dawn and Mondo Barbie • -
Theres~ Rodriguez 
College senior 
My class schedule 
My phone/address book 
A list of assignments 
Notes from chemistry 
All my reports for this year 
Graphs for a chemistry report 
A fax/modem 
A letter I faxed to my dad in Florida 
Letters I faxed to my 
brother in London 
'fravel info faxed to me 
by tourist bureaus 
Prices for plane tickets 
Packing list for Europe trip 
Berlitz Interpreter 
Currency conversion table 
Budget for Spring Sing production 
Fliers for the Spring Sing 
My resume 
Cover letters to various companies 
Follow-up letters from interviews 
HyperCard 
Microsoft Word 
Microsoft Excel 
A bunch of games 
Sound clips from famous speeches 
A clip art file 
A letter to an old boyfriend 
A letter to a new boyfriend 
... 
. ;·.~:-..... ·.. · ..... •.-. 
: 
©I'll'! :l('/1!~ f.r1111/111/r1. Inc All nxbts rr:.ttrt r,: .~p/11P und /be APf1/e /(,go are rexistered trademark> r,f Affile 01mputer. Inc. [+,1: rflooi LS a lradonari <f Apple Clm1puler. Inc. 
Elizabeth Shaw 
College freshman 
My class schedule 
Assignments 
Notes from Ancient Civilizations 
Notes from English Literature 
A list of graduation requirements 
A dictionary 
A thesaurus 
A campus map 
A paper about Mayan culture 
Photographs· I took at Chichen Itza 
- HyperCard 
Claris Works 
Quicken 
Mac In Tax 
A grocery list 
A family history rm writing 
Scrabble Deluxe 
Selected Stories by EudtJra welry 
The PowerBook Guided Tour 
My daughters college application 
Letters to my son at college 
Letters to my friends 
My monthly household budget 
An unpublished short story 
A list of publications 
The new PowerBook™ 
computers are more 
affordable than you might 
think. Learn about them at the 
UCF Computer Store 
· across from Business Admin. 
and Engineering or call the 
Macintosh Sales Office 
at 823-5434.-
-. I 
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The age of a new Dawn: Will it be Swell? 
P.M. DAWN 
The Bliss Album 
ISLAND RECORDS 
lfyouthought "SetAdriftonMemoryBliss," 
or "I'd Die Without You" was thebestthatP .M. 
Dawn had to offer. stand-back and prepare 
yourself for their latest, The Bliss Album. With-
out a doubt, it is one of the best albums to be 
released so far in 1993. The Bliss Album single-
handedly mixes spirituality, great samples, 
· smooth melodies and intricate lyrics to create 
a mesmerizing 60 minutes warth of music. 
To label P.M. Dawn simply as a rap group 
would do them a great injustice. Sure they can 
play hard hip-hop, just look at .. Plastic," or" The 
Nocturnal Is In The House." In fact, they do hip-
hop better than most S4JPOsed.hip-hop stars 
CAre you listening Wreckx-N-Effect?). The real 
, strength of their sophomore effort is the. intri· 
· cate mix of lush musical layers and Prince Be's 
mystical voice. 
"looking Through Patient Eyes," starts 
with a George Michael sample, has a killer 
chorus and throws some Cathy Dennis in on 
background vocals. It would be difficult to 
envision a betterstructured orcanied-outtrack. 
On "About Nothing <For The Love of Des-
tiny)" the lyrics glide so smoothly over the 
accompaniment that the song has the instant 
kind of familiarity the great Lennon/McCartney 
collaborations had. Speaking of the Beatles, 
P .M. Dawn beautifully covers their "Norwe-
gian Wood." In fact, it turns out to be one of 
the album's most intricate and energizing 
tracks. 
Bay George, reminding us that he is more 
than just makeup, does a great duet with Prince 
Be on "More Th.an Likely." And finally, if you 
haven't been Boomeranged out, the already 
over-played ''I'd Die Without You," isthecloser 
of the abum's 15 tracks. -
It takes great talent to make an album of this 
kind. Not everyone can find the right mix of 
melody and beat. but P.M. Dawn pulls it off. It 
will take a lot to top this album in '93. 
• david j . shoulberg 
, staff writer 
SWELL 
... W~ll? 
DEF AMERICAN 
I've never quite heard an album like Swell' s 
major label debut, .. . Well? The music is 
highly influenced by such legendary bands 
as Led Zeppelin and Pink Floyd; yet the 
songs sound quite original and accomplished. 
The songs are about a hopeless society 
· looking for hope and a promising future, yet 
they ring of pessimism. 
The first song, "At Long Last," master-
fully mixes acoustic and electric guitars in a 
classic manner, as lead singer David Freel' s · 
droning voice breathes out optimism; yet 
the guitar-riff chorus rings in sorrow. 
The album· s best song, "Down," is a 
moody soliloquy of a frightened man wit-
The first single, "The Price," is a moodyt 
song about an addict rejoicing the coming of 
his dealer, which suggests that the only 
escape for the pains of life is drug use. 
The album closes with two piercing hooks, 
"Wash Your Brain" and "Suicide Machine." 
The former is about a man going crazy to the 
sound of the suffering around him, while the 
latter is a poignant song about the escape 
from these terrors through the paradise of 
love. . 
The album is a brooding statement on the 
horrors of this world, but each song is a 
hook. Freel' s voice and John Dettman' s 
guitars are the key to the album's tone. They 
bring power and light'when it is needed, and 
they leave you with a memorable and excel-
lent album. 
• eyal goldshmid 
central florida future 
BASEHEAD 
Not In Kansas Anymore 
IMAGO RECORDS 
nessing the horrors of slum life. He searches Just what the hell is Basehead? Rap ... 
for hope while he realizes there is none, and · R & B p lly no. . .. no. regressive ... no, not rea . 
declares, "I guess this is progre~s." The hardest thing in writing this review is 
Mondo Barbie.: It's a literary doll 
She's 34 years old and doesn't look any older than the 
day she was conceived. 
She was one of the most popular western attractions to 
emerge after the Berlin Wall fell at the start of the decade. 
She has been both role model and social target. 
She is currently serialized in a comic book. 
She also has made an exercise video. However, unlike 
Cindy, Jane and Rachael, hers is computer-generated 
animation. That's because the "she" here is none other 
than Barbie, a true symbol of popular American culture. 
Now, Barbie is being commemorated in print. 
"Barbie's everywhere," said Rick Peabody, part of the 
team presenting "Mondo Barbie," an anthology of fiction 
and poetry immortalizing Barbie on the page. " It just seemed 
like the tim~ was right for it." 
Two years ago, Peabody and co-editor Lucinda Ebersole 
went to a reading by writer A. M. Homes. During the course 
of the evening, Homes read a short story about Barbie. Then, 
"a year later - almost to the day," the two heard ~nise 
Duhamel read on the same character, and things clicked. 
Barbie was destined to become an American literary figure 
- right up there with Ishmael, Huck Rnn and Holden.Caufield. 
"We just gathered work and one person led us to another," 
Peabody said. Vvhile much of the material was alreadypublished, 
"we asked people to write pieces specifically for it." 
While there were some wild-goose chases in acquiring 
material, the two used fax machines to receive a lot of the 
solicited matter. 
"That's how we were able to put it together in a month," 
Peabody said. As the work progressed, the two editors 
decided they did not want the book to be safe. 
"We wanted it to be from Barbie's point of vievv or from the 
point of-view of someone affected by Barbie," Peabody said. 
MargePiercy'spoem "BarbieDoll" gives "toeverywoman 
a happy ending." Richard Grayson of Gainesville offers a 
modem look at different possi>le Barbies in "Twelve-Step 
Barbie." John Varley's "The Bcirbie M~rders" is, qccording to 
Peabody, "a real sci-fi piece" that has a woman detective trying 
to find a murderer on a planet where everyone looks like Barbie. 
Gary Soto wrote "Barbie," a "very touching story" that 
Peabodybelieveswillbecome ''sortofthesleeper" ofthebook. 
Once the material was together, the two had to sell the idea 
· to a publisher. As editor and publisher of "Gargoyle" magazine 
for 14 years, Peabody knew he could take the concept to a small 
publisher, but given the material and subject, the book deserved 
mass-market exposure. Peabody found a most reeeptive aud~ . 
ence. Publishing firms that came· in on the bidding included St. 
Martin's, Doubleday, Viking and Time-Warner. 
"I was just stunned because I never thought I'd have eight 
publishers sitting around in a room fig~ting over me," he said. 
"We went with St. Martin's because they' re smaller and could 
pay attention to us. Time-\l'{arner was busy with Madonna." 
While contracts were drawn up, Ebersole ard Peabody 
whittled their submissions down to the final edition for release. 
They came up with a total of 43 pieces, primarily fiction. Eighteen 
of the works were previdusly published in books as well as 
magazines ranging from the "American Poetry· Review" to 
"Isaac Asimov's Science Fiction Magazine." The cover was 
designed by the publisher and features a Barbie model against 
a backdrop of an And'f' Warhol painting. The pages are all pink. 
Peabody thinks that in itself should attract attention to the book. 
"I own 5,000 books. and none of them are on pink 
paper," Peabody said. Next up from Peaboey, Ebersole and 
St. Martin's is Mondo Elvis, with a third unnamed edition 
slated to complete their "trilogy of pop-culture icons." 
trying to place the sound of Basehead. It's 
kind of like rap, but a lot more cynical, part 
'70s funk, but less obnoxious. The best 
comparison I can muster is mellow MC 900 
Foot Jesus CBut hey, even that's a bit off). 
Even though they can't really be labeled, 
the fact remains that Basehead' s Not In 
Kansas Anymore is a superbly funky and 
funny album. Written and produced by 
Basehead front man Michael Ivey, the album is 
a off-kilter look at smoking joints, white men's " 
fear of black men and hoes on tour. 
On "Brown Kisses Pt.Too," Ivey sings 
about the trials and tribulations of being a 
-black man: "Certain cars I can't buy and" 
certain cars I can't ride ... I can't wear a 
~eeper cause they'll think I sell drugs, 
beware of me at night cause they think I'm 
out to mug." 
"Shouldna Dunn it" takes a mocking look 
at gangsta rap and their boastful crime sto- • 
ries: "I've done many crimes, did no time, 
like you'd think I would, the cops don't care 
as long as I stay in my neighborhood, pulled ., 
several triggers, popped niggers, some-
times just for fun .. if you do all that why you 
in jail? I went and robbed a white one!" 
It's this scathing view of society that '" 
keeps Not In K8nsas Anymore in top form. 
The only problem is that sometimes the 
vocals are buried so low in the mix that they • 
are almost unintelligible. The album's liner 
notes suggest slightly reducing the bass and 
volume in order to learn the words. Sorry guys, • 
hON about a lyric sheet next time. 
Give Basehead a try, and odds are that 
their bright mix of humor and funk will keeo 
you thumping and thinking. If you're im-
pressed, also check out their stellar debut 
album, Play With Toys. 
• david j. shoulberg 
staff writer 
"We had our own weird standards," Peabody said. 
While some of it is touching and poignant, such as Miami 
writer Lynne Barrett's "Beauty," which uses a mother-
daughter relationship with Barbie as the focal point. Others 
are hardly what mother would read to us at night. Rebecca 
Brown portrays Barbie as a lesbian with "Barbie Comes Out," 
while in "The Black Lace Panties Triangle," Belinda Subraman 
exposes a twisted side to Barbie· s relationship with Ken. 
At the moment, though, word is getting around about 
"Mondo Barbie." 
"Weevengotamentionin 'Mademoiselle,'" he said. Several 
periodicals have contacted Peabody about the work, although 
he is sure that some readers may be a bit surprised-shocked, 
really - when encountering the book. "We've found that 
people over 40 don't get it," Peabody said. "It's a pretty political 
book and it's kind of subversive, and that· s hCYW we wanted it to 
be. Anyone who's ever owned a Barbie should laugh." 
Today is the official release date, although the book was )I 
being shipped to stores as of March. In conjunction with the 
release of "Mondo Barbie," Peabody is "hoping to have a 
reading at Books and Books in Miami sometime in April." 
There is also tradition here. Philip Levine. one of America's 
most honored poets, whose books include "VvhatWork Is" and 
"We Feed We Uon," is included with "Barbie & Ken, Ken & 
Barbie," a piece originally published in 1968' s "Not This Ag." 
"I'm pleased with the whole book," he said. 
NCYW he needs to get back to work -for EMs' sake. 
o bill cushing 
editor in chief 
